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Abstract. We characterize strongly edge regular product graphs and find the edge-

balanced index sets of complete bipartite graphs without a perfect matching, the

direct product Kn × K2. We also prove a lemma that is helpful to determine the

edge-balanced index sets of regular graphs.
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Abstrak. Kami mengkarakterisasi graf-graf hasil kali regular sisi secara kuat dan

menemukan himpunan indeks sisi-seimbang dari graf bipartit lengkap tanpa suatu

perfect matching, hasil kali langsung Kn × K2. Kami juga membuktikan sebuah

lema yang membantu untuk menentukan himpunan indeks sisi-seimbang dari graf

regular.

Kata kunci: Pelabelan sisi, pewarnaan parsial, pelabelan sisi-ramah, pelabelan
ramah, kordialitas, himpunan indeks ramah, himpunan indeks sisi-seimbang.

1. Introduction

1.1. Definitions. For basic graph theoretic notation and definitions see Diestel [4].
All graphs G(V,E) are finite, simple, and undirected with vertex set V and edge
set E. The number of vertices is denoted p(G) and the number of edges is q(G).
The complete graph on n vertices is denoted Kn and the bipartite graph with n

vertices and m vertices in the first and second part, respectively, is denoted Kn,m.
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We say two vertices x and y are adjacent if there exists an edge (x, y) and write
x ∼ y; if x and y are not adjacent we write x 6∼ y.

An edge labeling (vertex labeling) of a graph G with edge set H = E(G)
(vertex set H = V (G)), is a surjective function f : H → Z2, where Z2 = {0, 1}.
For an edge e, let f(e) denote the label on e and call any edge with label i ∈ Z2

an i-edge. Setting ef (i) = card{e ∈ E : f(e) = i}, we say a labeling f is edge-
friendly when |ef (0) − ef (1)| ≤ 1. For a vertex v, let Ni(v) = {u ∈ V : f(uv) =
i} and set degi(v) = |Ni(v)|, called the i-degree of v. An edge-friendly labeling
f : E → Z2 induces a partial vertex labeling f+ : V → Z2 defined by f+(v) = 0
if deg0(v) > deg1(v), f

+(v) = 1 if deg1(v) > deg0(v), and f+(v) is not defined if
deg0(v) = deg1(v), that is, v is unlabeled. Setting vf (i) = card{v ∈ V : f+(v) = i},
the edge-balanced index set of a graph G, EBI(G), is defined as {|vf (0)− vf (1)| :
f is edge-friendly}. A graph G is said to be an edge-balanced graph if there is an
edge-friendly labeling f satisfying |vf (0)− vf (1)| ≤ 1 and strongly edge-balanced if
vf (0) = vf (1) and ef (0) = ef (1). When the labeling f is clear from context, we
write e(i) and v(i).

1.2. History. Binary labelings are a simplification of graceful labelings, introduced
by Cahit [1] in his seminal paper on cordial graphs. Since then, other notions of
balance in binary labelings ([9] and [7] for example) have been introduced and much
work has been done to classify graphs. So far, the problem is far from complete,
though there are classifications of index sets for specific graph classes (see [2] and [3]
for example).

Our objective is to assign a binary labeling to some substructure of graphs G
(e.g., the edges) so that the assignment is balanced and induces a labeling on some
other substructure (e.g., the vertices). We then attempt to classify the degree of
imbalance in the induced labeling of G. We hope that such an index set could form
an invariant that in some way can distinguish classes of graphs. In this paper, we
focus on the edge-balanced index sets of various product graphs.

1.3. Product Graphs. The following three constructions of graphs were consid-
ered in [5]. For further study, see [6].

Definition 1.1. The lexicographic product ( composition) of two graphs G1(V1, E1)
and G2(V2, E2), denoted by G1[G2], is a graph with vertex set V1 × V2 and edge set
E(G1[G2]) = {((u1, v1), (u2, v2)) : (u1, u2) ∈ E1, or u1 = u2 and (v1, v2) ∈ E2}.

Definition 1.2. The direct product (or conjuction, Kronecker product) of two
graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2), denoted by G1 ×G2, is a graph with vertex set
V1×V2 and edge set E(G1×G2) = {((u1, v1), (u2, v2)) : (u1, u2) ∈ E1 and (v1, v2) ∈
E2}.

Definition 1.3. The Cartesian product of two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2),
denoted by G1�G2, is a graph with vertex set V1 × V2 and edge set E(G1�G2) =
{((u1, v1), (u2, v2)) : v1 = v2 and (u1, u2) ∈ E1, or u1 = u2 and(v1, v2) ∈ E2}.
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2. Strongly Edge Regular Product Graphs

In [2], Chen, Huang, Lee, and Liu produced the following result:

Theorem 2.1. If G is a simple connected graph with order n and even size, then
there exists an edge-friendly labeling f of G such that G is strongly edge-balanced.

The next result, found in [5], can be obtained by simple counting.

Proposition 2.2. Let G and H be finite graphs. Then

(1) q(G[H]) = p(H)2q(G) + p(G)q(H).
(2) q(G×H) = 2q(G)q(H).
(3) q(G�H) = p(H)q(G) + p(G)q(H).

Applying Theorem 2.1 to Proposition 2.2 we obtain the following complete
characterization of strongly edge-balanced product graphs.

Theorem 2.3. Let G and H be finite graphs. Then

(1) G×H is strongly edge-balanced.
(2) G�H is strongly edge-balanced if and only if G[H] is strongly edge-balanced.
(3) The following conditions imply G�H and G[H] are strongly edge-balanced

and if G�H or G[H] are strongly edge-balanced, at least one of the following
conditions must hold:

• p(G) ≡ p(H) ≡ 0 (mod 2).
• q(G) ≡ q(H) ≡ 0 (mod 2).
• q(G) ≡ p(G) ≡ 0 (mod 2).
• q(H) ≡ p(H) ≡ 0 (mod 2).
• p(H) ≡ q(H) ≡ q(G) ≡ p(G) ≡ 1 (mod 2).

3. Regular Graphs

A common approach to finding the edge-balanced index set is to start by
finding the maximum element in the set and then produce the smaller values by a
series of edge-label switches. The following lemma gives a general upper bound on
the maximum edge-balanced index set of regular graphs. We show that Kn ×K2

attains this upper bound in the next section.

Lemma 3.1. Let G be a graph of even order n and odd regularity r, and let F be
the set of edge-friendly labelings of G. When n ≡ 0 (mod 4),

max
f∈F

{EBI(G)} ≤
(r − 1)n

r + 1
,

and when n ≡ 2 (mod 4),

max
f∈F

{EBI(G)} ≤
(r − 1)n+ 4

r + 1
.
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Proof. Let G be a graph of order n and regularity r, so that |E| = rn
2 , and

let f ∈ F . Set D = {v ∈ V (G) : deg0(v) > r
2} and S = {v ∈ V (G) :

deg1(v) >
r
2}. Note that minv∈D(deg0(v)) ≤ r and minv∈S(deg1(v)) ≥

r+1
2 , imply-

ing maxv∈S(deg0(v)) ≤
r−1
2 .

Suppose r is odd. If n ≡ 0 (mod 4), then e(0) = e(1), and

rn

2
= 2e(0) ≤ v(0)r + v(1)

r − 1

2
= v(0)

r + 1

2
+ n

r − 1

2
,

which implies

v(0) ≥
n

r + 1
.

Hence, for odd r, n ≡ 0 (mod 4),

max
f∈F

{EBI(G)} ≤
(r − 1)n

r + 1
.

If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then e(0) = e(1) + 1, and

rn

2
= 2e(0) + 1 ≤ v(0)r + v(1)

r − 1

2
+ 1 = v(0)

r + 1

2
+ n

r − 1

2
+ 1,

which implies

v(0) ≥
n− 2

r + 1
.

Hence, for odd r, n ≡ 2 (mod 4),

max
f∈F

{EBI(G)} ≤
(r − 1)n+ 4

r + 1
.

�

Both the maximum and minimum numbers of unlabeled vertices in edge-
friendly labelings of Kn were found in [8]. For other graphs, this problem is open.

4. Bipartite Double Covers

We define the bipartite double cover of G as the direct product G×K2. The
bipartite double cover of the complete graph Kn is called the crown graph and is
the complete bipartite graph Kn,n minus a perfect matching. Note that Kn ×K2

is a regular graph with odd regularity for even n and even regularity for odd n.

Lemma 4.1. If G is a graph with all vertices of odd degree, then EBI(G) contains
only even integers.

Proof. Let G be a graph of order n where each vertex is of odd degree. For any
edge-friendly labeling of G, there are no unlabeled vertices. Hence v(1) + v(0) = n

and by the Handshaking Lemma, n is even. Assume without loss of generality that
v(1) ≥ v(0). If v(1)− v(0) is odd, then v(1) + v(0) + v(1)− v(0) = 2v(1) must be
odd, which is a contradiction. Thus, v(1)− v(0) is always even. �
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Example 4.2. In Figures 1-3, we give EBI(K3 × K2), EBI(K4 × K2), and
EBI(K5 × K2), respectively, and provide examples of labelings that produce each
index.

Figure 1. EBI(K3 ×K2) = {0}. We show only the 1-edges.

(a) |vf (0)− vf (1)| = 0. (b) |vf (0)− vf (1)| = 2. (c) |vf (0)− vf (1)| = 4.

Figure 2. EBI(K4 ×K2) = {0, 2, 4}. We show only the 1-edges.

(a) |vf (0)− vf (1)| = 0. (b) |vf (0)− vf (1)| = 1.

(c) |vf (0)− vf (1)| = 2.

Figure 3. EBI(K5 ×K2) = {0, 1, 2}. We show only the 1-edges.

Theorem 4.3. For any positive even integer n,

EBI(Kn ×K2) = {0, 2, . . . , 2n− 6, 2n− 4}

and for any odd integer n > 3,

EBI(Kn ×K2) = {0, 1, . . . , 2n− 9, 2n− 8}.
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Proof. We label edges of G = Kn × K2 to find the maximum element of the
edge-balanced index set. Vertices will be of two types, those which are incident
to many more 0-edges than 1-edges, called dense, and those which are incident to
marginally more 1-edges than 0-edges, called sparse. To find the maximum element
of EBI(G), our goal is to minimize the number of dense vertices and maximize the
number of sparse vertices. Let A and B be the parts of G.

Case 1 : Suppose n is even. Choose vertices u ∈ A and v ∈ B where u 6∼ v.
Set D = {u, v} and S = V (G) − D. Label all edges incident to u or v by 0. For
i = 1, . . . , n− 1, let ui ∈ A ∩ S and vi ∈ B ∩ S with ui 6∼ vi. Define a cyclic order
on the vertices ui ∈ A∩ S as follows: for 1 ≤ i < n− 1, the succeeding vertex of ui

is ui+1 and the succeeding vertex of un−1 is u1. Similarly, define the next vertex
of ui to be vi+1 for 1 ≤ i < n − 1 and the next vertex of un−1 to be v1. For each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, let U be the set containing ui and the succeeding n−2

2 vertices,
so that |U | = n

2 . Select the next vertex of each vertex in U and label the edges
between these vertices and ui by 1. Label the remaining edges incident to ui by 0,
as in Figure 4.

ui

vi vi+1 vi+2 vi+n

2

n
2

Figure 4. The case when n is even. The heavy lines are the 1-edges.

Under this edge labeling, the number of 0-edges is 2(n− 1)+ (n− 1)n−4
2 , the

number of 1-edges is (n− 1)n2 , and the two quantities are identical. The vertices of
D are labeled 0 and the vertices of S are labeled 1. Hence, |v(0)− v(1)| = 2n− 4.
By Lemma 3.1 the edge-balanced index set contains no larger values.

To attain the smaller values of EBI(G), we switch 0 and 1 labels of pairs of
edges incident to the same vertex. Each of these pairwise switches will decrease
|v(0)− v(1)| by 2. The following is a list of such edge pairs:

• ((u, v2), (v2, u1)), ((u, v3), (v3, u2)), . . . , ((u, vn

2
), (vn

2
, un−2

2

)), switching the

labels on u1, . . . , un−2

2

from 1 to 0.

• ((v, u1), (u1, v3)), ((v, u2), (u2, v4)), . . . , ((v, un−2

2

), (un−2

2

, vn+2

2

)), switching

the labels on v3, . . . , vn+2

2

from 1 to 0.

By Lemma 4.1, we attain the first result.

Case 2 : Suppose n is odd. Choose vertices u, u′ ∈ A and v, v′ ∈ B where
u 6∼ v and u′ 6∼ v′. Set D = {u, u′, v, v′} and S = V (G) − D. Label all edges
incident to a vertex of D and a vertex of S by 0. For i = 1, . . . , n−2, let ui ∈ A∩S
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and vi ∈ B ∩ S with ui 6∼ vi. Similar to the previous case, define a cyclic order on
the vertices ui ∈ A ∩ S as follows: for 1 ≤ i < n − 2, the succeeding vertex of ui

is ui+1 and the succeeding vertex of un−2 is u1. Likewise, define the next vertex
of ui to be vi+1 for 1 ≤ i < n − 2 and the next vertex of un−2 to be v1. For each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 2}, let U be the set containing ui and the succeeding n−1

2 vertices,

so that |U | = n+1
2 . Select the next vertex of each vertex in U and label the edges

between these vertices and ui by 1. Label the remaining edges incident to ui by 0.

Under this edge labeling, the number of 0-edges is 2(n− 2)+ (n− 2)n−3
2 , the

number of 1-edges is (n − 2)n+1
2 , and the two quantities are identical. Lastly, we

label (u, v′) by 0 and (u′, v) by 1. The vertices of D are labeled 0 and the vertices
of S are labeled 1. Hence, |v(0)− v(1)| = 2n− 8.

To show that EBI(G) does not contain larger values, we argue as follows.
For |v(0)− v(1)| = 2n, 2n− 1, or 2n− 2 we sum the 1-degrees of the vertices in a
part that majorizes 1-degree vertices and find the labeling is not edge-friendly. For
|v(0)− v(1)| = 2n− 3, notice that we cannot have three unlabeled vertices and the
rest labeled one. Thus, there is only one unlabeled vertex x and only one 0-labeled
vertex y. If x and y are in the same part, then sum the 1-degrees of vertices in the
other part to find the labeling is not edge-friendly. If x and y are in opposite parts,
sum the 1-degrees of the vertices in the part containing x to find the labeling is not
edge-friendly.

Subcase 1 : Suppose |v(0) − v(1)| = 2n − 4. If v(0) = 1, then we argue as
above. Thus we assume v(0) = 2 and let u and v be the two vertices with label
0. If u and v are in the same part, then summing the 1-degrees of vertices in the
other part shows the labeling is not edge-friendly. If u and v are in different parts,
say u ∈ A and v ∈ B, we find that for n ≥ 5,

e(1) =
∑

w∈A,w 6=u

deg1(w) + deg1(u) ≥
(n− 1)(n+ 1)

2
>

n(n− 1)

2
+ 1,

and the labeling is not edge-friendly.

Subcase 2 : If |v(0) − v(1)| = 2n − 5, then v(0) = 2 and some vertex must
be unlabeled; say u and v are labeled 0 and x is unlabeled. If u and v are in the
same part, we are done as described previously. Likewise, if u and v are in different
parts, summing the 1-degrees of the vertices in the part not containing x (as in the
previous subcase) results in an labeling that is not edge-friendly.

Subcase 3 : Suppose |v(0) − v(1)| = 2n − 6. If v(0) = 2, then we argue as
before. Suppose v(0) = 3 and some part of G, say A, contains one or fewer vertices
labeled 0. Summing over the 1-degrees of vertices in A shows the labeling cannot
be edge-friendly.

Subcase 4 : If |v(0)− v(1)| = 2n− 7, then v(0) = 3 and some vertex must be
unlabeled. Again, some part of G, say A, contains fewer vertices with label 0, say
u ∈ A is labeled 0. Summing over the 1-degree of vertices in A, we find that for
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n ≥ 5,

e(1) =
∑

w∈A,w 6=u

deg1(w) + deg1(u) ≥
n− 1

2
+

(n− 2)(n+ 1)

2
=

n2 − 1

2
− 1,

and the labeling is not edge-friendly.

To attain the smaller values of EBI(G), we switch 0 and 1 labels of pairs
of edges incident to the same vertex in such a way that every pairwise switch will
decrease |v(0)− v(1)| by 1. The following is a list of such edge pairs:

• ((u, v2), (v2, u1)), ((u
′, v3), (v3, u1)), ((u, v3), (v3, u2)), ((u

′, v4), (v4, u2)), . . . ,
((u, vn−1

2

), (vn−1

2

, un−3

2

)), ((u′, vn+1

2

), (vn+1

2

, un−3

2

)), switching the labels on

each of u1, . . . , un−3

2

, first to unlabeled vertices and then to vertices labeled

0.
• ((v, u2), (u2, v1)), ((v

′, u3), (u3, v1)), ((v, u3), (u3, v2)), ((v
′, u4), (u4, v2)), . . . ,

((v, un−3

2

), (un−3

2

, vn−5

2

)), ((v′, un−1

2

), (un−1

2

, vn−5

2

)), switching the labels on

each of v1, . . . , vn−5

2

, first to unlabeled vertices and then to vertices labeled

0

Notice that after these switches, one part of G contains 2 + n−3
2 = n+1

2 vertices

which are labeled 0 and the other part of G contains 2+ n−5
2 = n−1

2 vertices which
are labeled 0, and there are no unlabeled vertices. Therefore, under this labeling,
|v(1)− v(0)| = 0. �
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